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	Online Blackjack

 
 
        2024's best real money online blackjack casinos
      
  
   Play at top-rated online blackjack casinos. Our handpicked real money blackjack casinos offer you a wide range of games, from free blackjack to live blackjack. Plus, sign up today and claim your online blackjack bonus. 
    
 Read More 

 




Best blackjack casinos
    	Rank	Casino	Bonus Offer	Main points	Play Online


[image: Top Rated Casino 2024]
 	#1 Top Rated Casino	[image: McLuck]
 [image: us flag] 
 	Exclusive Offer: 57,500 Gold Coins + 30 Sweepstakes Coins
    Visit Site  	2986 claimed this offer in the last month	[image: McLuck screenshot]	
      More details
       	
 Extensive library of slot games

	
 Generous welcome bonus

	
 Widely available in the US



   Visit Site   Read McLuck Review
 
        Hide details
      

	
	2	[image: WOW Vegas]
 [image: us flag] 
 	1.5 million WOW Coins + 35 Free Sweepstake Coins
    Visit Site  	2876 claimed this offer in the last month	[image: WOW Vegas screenshot]	
      More details
       	
 Accepting US players

	
 Over 300 slot games

	
 24/7 Customer Support



   Visit Site   Read WOW Vegas Review
 
        Hide details
      

	
	3	[image: Pulsz]
 [image: us flag] 
 	Get up to 367,000 Gold Coins + 32.3 FREE Sweepstakes
    Visit Site  	2253 claimed this offer in the last month	[image: Pulsz screenshot]	
      More details
       	
 Offers a range of sweeps games

	
 Great variety of slots from Pragmatic Play, Evoplay and more

	
 Daily bonuses, rewards and promos for coins



   Visit Site   Read Pulsz Review
 
        Hide details
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  	[image: High 5 Casino]
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 	5 Sweepstakes coins, 250 game coins, and 600 diamonds
 
		
 “Top Sweepstake” winner in 2024 EKG Slot Awards Show

	
 800+ Slots plus Live Blackjack

	
 Authentic slots made in the USA

	
 Exclusive Offers for members


	  Visit Site   Read High 5 Casino Review
 
	
    5
  	[image: Stake]
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 	$ 25 Free Stake Cash + 250,000 Gold Coins
 
		
 Exclusive promo code: CORGBONUS

	
 Live dealer tables

	
 Accepts cryptocurrencies


	  Visit Site   Read Stake Review
 
	
    6
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 	20,000,000 Gold Coins + $50 Of FREE Coins
 
		
 Accepting US players

	
 Welcome Bonus: 20M Free Gold Coins AND $50 Free Coins


	  Visit Site   Read Fortune Coins Review
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 	200 Free Spins & 100K Free Coins
 
		
 Awesome welcome bonus

	
 Fun VIP club

	
 hundreds of free-to-play slots

	
 Playable through Facebook


	  Visit Site   Read Gambino Slots Review
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 	Unlimited free chance to win BTC/ETH/USDT
 
		
 Unlimited Faucet

	
 Automatic Withdraw

	
 100% games results can be verified


	  Visit Site   Read LuckyBird.io Review
 
	
    9
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 	Get 400,000 Coins + 1,000 FREE Entries
 
		
 Free Coins daily in "Funrize Wheel"

	
 High winning percentage (RTP)

	
 Funrize Club: Super set of coins with an exclusive discount


	  Visit Site   Read Funrize Review
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 	30,000 Gold Coins + 2 Sweepstakes Coins Free + 20 Free Spins Upon Sign-Up
 
		
 No purchase necessary!

	
 Claim up to 10,000 Free Coins

	
 Enjoy Free Bonuses and Giveaways


	  Visit Site   
 


    See over 90 Casino Reviews  
  



Unsafe blackjack casinos
We only want to recommend the very best casinos. We make sure every site we review passes our 25-step process, which takes into account the legal situation, gaming software, banking options, bonuses available, customer support and more. If it fails, it goes straight onto our list of sites to avoid.
	[image: ]

  
        Betmaster
      
  1.5/10 

 	
 Unprofessional customer support

	
 Site operators linked to questionable practices

	
 Not paid players their winnings
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        Casinoin
      
  1.2/10 

 	
 Reports of players not receiving winnings

	
 Misleading claims of licensing

	
 Unresponsive to customer complaints
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        Balzac Casino
      
  1.5/10 

 	
 18+ months for withdrawal

	
 Locked-out accounts

	
 Slow response times






 

 


Play free blackjack
Play our free blackjack games below to master the game without risking real money. Test out new strategies, try popular side bets like Lucky Ladies, and learn how to win at blackjack!
  
          Craps
        
 Play for free
   Play for Real Money  
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          Diabolic Throw
        
 Play for free
   Play for Real Money  
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          Craps
        
 Play for free
   Play for Real Money  
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          Craps
        
 Play for free
   Play for Real Money  
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          Craps Hexa
        
 Play for free
   Play for Real Money  
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What is blackjack?
Blackjack is a popular card game played at casinos all over the world. Its popularity is due in part to it being a relatively easy game to play, and it’s known for having the best odds in gambling. The game is traditionally played with one, two, four, six, or eight decks of cards, so if you’re good at card counting, this is the one for you. Read on to find out more about Blackjack and give it a try at one of our top recommended online Blackjack casinos.
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    0
   Bonus

 
	 Payout 3-5 days
	 Win Rate 96.78%
	  Visit Site   Read McLuck Review
 




900+ FREE Blackjack Games
    Play for Free   



Playing real money blackjack vs free games
Our table will help you decide whether you should play blackjack for real money or play blackjack for free:
	
        Real Money Blackjack
      	
 Huge real money prizes on offer in blackjack tournaments
	
 Real money blackjack opens you up to massive bonuses and tempting promotions
	
 There are far more blackjack variants available in real money games
	
 Real money players can take advantage of live dealer games for a true Vegas experience

	
        Free Blackjack
      	
 No sign up or downloads are required, so you can play instantly
	
 You won't have to worry about potentially losing any real money
	
 Free blackjack is an ideal way to practice strategies and hone skills
	
 Great for those looking to play simply for entertainment purposes


 	
          Real Money Blackjack
        	
          Free Blackjack
        
	
 Huge real money prizes on offer in blackjack tournaments
	
 No sign up or downloads are required, so you can play instantly

	
 Real money blackjack opens you up to massive bonuses and tempting promotions
	
 You won't have to worry about potentially losing any real money

	
 There are far more blackjack variants available in real money games
	
 Free blackjack is an ideal way to practice strategies and hone skills

	
 Real money players can take advantage of live dealer games for a true Vegas experience
	
 Great for those looking to play simply for entertainment purposes


 
    Play For Real Money    Play For Free  





      Casino Match
    
 
      Find your perfect casino
    

 [image: Casino Match]

 
      What would you like to play today?
    
 
      You can select one
    
  [image: Single Deck]
  
          Single Deck
        

 [image: Multi Deck]
  
          Multi Deck
        

 [image: Single Hand]
  
          Single Hand
        

 [image: Multi Hand]
  
          Multi Hand
        

 [image: Live Dealer]
  
          Live Dealer
        


 

 





How we rate the best casinos for online blackjack


 
            Great bonuses and promotions
          
 Many online blackjack casinos entice players by offering huge welcome bonuses for signing up with their site. We’ve chosen the very best online blackjack games which offer big bonuses to new players and returning customers alike.
 
 

 
 




 
            Solid security
          
 When you play online blackjack for real money, you entrust your chosen online blackjack casino with your personal details and financial information. Security is high on the agenda of our 25-step review process. We also make sure that blackjack games are operated fairly, and that the odds are completely random.
 
 

 
 




 
            Mobile and tablet gaming
          
 Whether you’re playing online blackjack free on your tablet, or you’re enjoying real money games on your phone, it’s essential that your chosen casino has great blackjack mobile gaming options. We test blackjack sites to ensure that they run fast on devices, that they make full use of touchscreen capabilities, and they still offer excellent bonuses to players. It’s essential that your chosen casino has great mobile gaming options.
 
 

 
 




 
            Blackjack for real money
          
 If you want to win the big bucks, you need to start playing for real money. We’ve rated and reviewed the best real money blackjack games online, so you can be sure to receive the best gaming experience and top payouts.
 
 

 
 




 
            Blackjack games for free
          
 On our top-rated list you’ll find plenty of places to try free blackjack games. With instant set-up and no downloads required, free play blackjack games are a great way to play for fun, or test new strategies. Take your pick from our preferred titles.
 
 

 
 




 
            Fast payouts
          
 We know you don’t want to wait around for a payout if you win big while playing online blackjack. Our top-rated sites all offer quick cashouts, often within three working days. That money will be yours to enjoy before you know it. If you encounter any problems, all our recommended sites have speedy 24/7 customer care teams.
 
 

 
 




 
            Blackjack game variants
          
 Like many popular casino games, blackjack has inspired a whole host of different variations. Our recommended sites offer all the popular blackjack variations, so you have plenty of choice.
 
 4.2 /5  
     



 
   View our recommended Casinos  







Discover more
[image: UK Casinos]


 UK Casinos
 We've reviewed and ranked all of the top online casinos in the UK based on our rigorous review process.

 
        UK Casinos
      
 

[image: Real Money]


 Real Money
 When you want to play for real money, you can rely on the help of our experts to find you the best deals and best casinos.

 
        Real Money
      
 

[image: Mobile]


 Mobile
 Whether you play on an iPhone or Android, mobile gambling apps offer top graphics, smooth software and best of all, you can play everywhere.

 
        Mobile
      
 






Types of blackjack
Alongside classic blackjack, online casinos offer variations on the game, with the following being among the most popular:
	
        Blackjack Surrender
      
	
        Blackjack Switch
      
	
        Live Blackjack
      
	
        Atlantic City
      
	
        European Blackjack
      
	
        Perfect Blackjack
      


 
        Blackjack Surrender
      
 This version of the game is played out in the same way as the original version, except with Blackjack Surrender the player has the option to surrender after the first two cards are dealt. If this option is taken, the player will recover half of his/her stake.
   
 [image: Blackjack surrender]




        Blackjack Switch
      
 In this game the player plays two hands at the same time, and after the first four cards are dealt has the option to switch the top card from each hand to try and improve their chances of winning. A Super Match is a side bet in this variant which pays out if the first four cards dealt to the player contain a pair, two pairs, or three of a kind.
   
 [image: Blackjack switch]




        Live Blackjack
      
 In this variation, online players can enjoy the real casino experience as they play against a live dealer in real time, via video link. Live blackjack is a great option for those who prefer to play online games but want to experience the social interaction and thrills of a land-based casino.
   
 [image: Blackjack live]




        Atlantic City
      
 Originating in casinos based in Atlantic City, this version of blackjack has slightly different rules to the original. For example, the dealer can stand on 17 and they can also look to see if they’ve got a blackjack. Players can also split their cards up to a maximum of three times.
   
 [image: Blackjack atlantic city]




        European Blackjack
      
 European blackjack is another type of blackjack game which uses only two decks of cards. There’s no hole card in the European variation of the game, either. Doubling down is also restricted. In European blackjack, players can only do this if they have a hand of 9, 10 or 11, whereas in American players can do so whenever they wish.
   
 [image: Blackjack european]




        Perfect Blackjack
      
 This variation on the game of real money blackjack allows players to make a side bet on whether either they or the dealer (or both) will be dealt two of the same cards. If the first two cards are a ‘perfect’ pair – meaning that they are a pair in the exact same suit – then the payout can be as much as 25 to 1.
   
 [image: Perfect Blackjack]








Top 5 blackjack games
If you'd like to play the most popular blackjack games, we've listed the top 5 in our chart below. These titles all come from world-leading game developers. Whether you'd like to play for free or for real money at one of our shortlisted casinos, these are the best places to start.
 	
                Game
              	
                Rating
              	
                Free Games
              	
                Real Money
              	
                Mobile
              
	    European Blackjack
	   
    4.5/5
   
  
	    
	    
	    

	    Mobile Blackjack
	   
    4.5/5
   
  
	    
	    
	    

	    Mobile European Blackjack
	   
    4.5/5
   
  
	    
	    
	    

	    Single Deck Blackjack
	   
    3.9/5
   
  
	    
	    
	    

	    Double Exposure Blackjack
	   
    3.9/5
   
  
	    
	    
	    





  



Advanced blackjack strategies, rules and tips
[image: Blackjack Strategy]


 Blackjack Strategy
 Learn which mathematical strategies could help your gameplay and how to put them into practice with this in-depth blackjack strategy guide.

 
        Blackjack Strategy
      
  Best for all Experienced players


[image: How to play]


 How to play
 If you’re new to the game or an experienced blackjack player looking to really perfect your skills, take some time to follow our handy how to play guide.

 
        How to play
      
  Best for all Experienced players


[image: Blackjack Tips]


 Blackjack Tips
 Our team of experts give you a sneak peek at the top secret blackjack tips you need to know about. Learn how to give yourself the best chances with these tips.

 
        Blackjack Tips
      
  Best for all player levels


[image: Card Counting]


 Card Counting
 Done properly, counting cards is a clever way to lower the house edge in online blackjack. Use our blackjack card counting trainer to improve your skills, and odds.

 
        Card Counting
      
  Best for all player levels







Blackjack cheat sheet: How much cards are worth
	
    1
  
 How much are cards 2 to 10 worth in blackjack?
 Cards 2 to 10 are worth their numerical value (i.e. 3 is worth 3)


	
    2
  
 How much is a Jack or Queen worth in blackjack?
 Jack and Queen are both worth 10


	
    3
  
 How much is a King worth in blackjack?
 King is worth 10


	
    4
  
 How much is an ace worth in blackjack?
 Ace can be worth 1 or 11







Blackjack tips
[image: Manage your bankroll]


 Manage your bankroll
 If there’s one tip that applies to all real money gambling, it’s this one. Make sure you don’t bet money unless you know you can afford to lose it. Don’t double down if you’re a beginner, it can be risky.

 
 

[image: Learn a strategy]


 Learn a strategy
 Basic blackjack strategies are worth their weight in gold, and some really do give you the edge. Choose a strategy and try to learn it inside out.

 
 

[image: Don’t make huge wagers on one bet]


 Don’t make huge wagers on one bet
 Betting more than half your stack at once is reckless play, and it always pays to use your head in blackjack. Bet in a responsible way and you’ll be rewarded.

 
 

[image: Consider blackjack card counting]


 Consider blackjack card counting
 It’s a tough skill to pick up and takes a lot of practice. If you’ve got a strong mind for arithmetic, it could help you become a winner – especially in Vegas. Find out more in our guide to blackjack card counting.

 
 






History of blackjack
Blackjack is one of the most popular casino games in the world, enjoyed by huge numbers of people every day in land-based and online casinos. However, as you can see from this history, its origins are still disputed to this day.
	
 17th century
 The first ever reference to a game similar to blackjack came in a Spanish tale called Rinconete y Cortadillo, in the 17th century. There are some who think that the game dates back even further, though, possibly even back to the time of the ancient Egyptians.


	
 18th century
 There are other theories as to the origins of blackjack, too. One of the most widely supported is that it originated in France in the 18th century, with a game known as Vingt-et-Un. References to this game can be found in the book Round Games with Cards, which was written by Baxter Wray in 1891. In this book he describes the game as a popular one.


	
 21st century
 Regardless of where the original form of blackjack originated, it gradually spread around both France and Spain. From there, it began to migrate to the casinos of the United States, where it was referred to as twenty-one – a name still commonly used to refer to the game today. Single deck blackjack is still by far the most common game type.







Ready to play blackjack online?
Now you've learned basic blackjack strategy, some quick tips and blackjack game types, you’re ready to start.
Check out our top-rated online blackjack sites again below. To practice before playing real money blackjack, play for free at Casino.org. It’s time to bust that dealer and start winning at blackjack!




Best sites to play real money blackjack in 2024
 	
                Rank
              	
                Casino
              	
                Number of games
              	
                Payout speed
              	
                More about the casino
              
	
                    #1
                  
	McLuck
	60+
	3-5 days
	Read McLuck Review

	
                    #2
                  
	WOW Vegas
	400+
	1-2 days
	Read WOW Vegas Review

	
                    #3
                  
	Pulsz
	500+
	1-2 days
	Read Pulsz Review





  



Now that you’re well informed about the best casinos, different variants and the top blackjack titles, it’s time to play. Start playing blackjack for real money at one of these top five casinos.




FAQ

 
        How does blackjack work?
      

 The goal of blackjack is simple – players are trying to get card to make a total as close as possible to 21, without going over it. Players also need to have a higher final hand than the dealer to win. The dealer gives out cards, with players choosing whether they want to take on more cards or stop at their current amount. You can find out more on our how to play blackjack guide.


 


 
        How can I find a reputable blackjack casino online?
      

 The first place to look is on the pages of our website. We thoroughly research each online blackjack casino to be sure it has the best graphics, highest payouts, great bonuses and is safe and secure for your protection. Don't rest your fate upon the outcome of a simple Google search. Also look for a site that offers both real cash and free play - free blackjack games allow you to 'test drive' the casino before taking the plunge with a real bankroll.


 


 
        What do I need to have in order to play online blackjack?
      

 A computer or mobile device and an internet connection are all you need to begin. You will have to download the casino's software, or for Mac and iPhone users, play at online  blackjack casinos that offer web-based, no download platforms.


 


 
        Where do I get blackjack software for my computer?
      

 You get each online casino's blackjack software at that casino's website. If you then want to  play at a different casino, you have to download the new casino's software too. You can also  play at no download online casinos, but you still have to complete a player registration form  first. Don't worry though, the registration process if free and it only takes a couple of minutes.


 


 
        Can I play blackjack online for free?
      

 Yes, most online casinos with real money games also offer free online blackjack games so you can get used to the game, develop your strategy and have fun without risk. However, even though these games look, sound, and feel just like the real thing, you cannot keep any of the winnings that pile up while playing for fun.


 


 
        What are the abbreviations I see at online blackjack casinos?
      

 For the sake of brevity, most of the table rules are abbreviated. Knowing what is allowed and not allowed will make the game easier for you. Some of the abbreviations used can seem like foreign languages until you get used to them. The most common ones are:
BSE: Basic Strategy Edge meaning you can get better odds using your basic strategy
DOA: Double Down on any of your initial cards
D10/11: You can only double down on 10s and 11s
DAS: Double down is only allowed when you split a pair.
ESR: Early surrender allowed. You won't find this often, but when you do you can surrender your initial hand when the dealer has a natural blackjack (21).
H17: This means that when the dealer has 17 (as soft hit) he must hit.
LSR: Late surrender. You can surrender your hand, only losing half of your bet when the dealer gets a non-natural blackjack (21).
O/U: You can bet over and under thirteen
RSA: You can re-split Aces
S17: The dealer must stand on soft 17 (stick on 17).


 


 
        What do these blackjack terms mean?
      

 What does it mean when I “bust”?
If the total of your cards exceeds 21 then you are said to have “bust” and your hand is folded and your bet is lost. The dealer can also bust under the same circumstances.
What does it mean to “hit”?
Whenever you draw a new card to add to your hand you are said to “hit”.
What is “insurance”?
Insurance is a side bet, of up to half your original bet and can be made when the dealer's "upcard" is an ace. If the dealer has a natural 21 your insurance bet pays out at 2:1.
What is a “push”?
A push is a tied hand that causes your original bet to be returned to you.
What does it mean to “surrender”?
Surrendering is when you “fold.” Some tables allow surrender and some do not. This might sound negative, but it's not necessarily a bad thing. When early surrender is allowed, you can surrender your hand if the dealer is showing an Ace and only lose half your bet instead of all of it.


 


 
        Is it better to surrender early if I don’t have good cards?
      

 If you surrender early you only lose half your bet, so in the long run it seems to make a lot of sense to get out if your cards are bad. However, it is always a risk because even what seem to be really bad hands can end up winning if played right, and the dealer busts. There are no sure things on the casino floor.


 


 
        How do online blackjack odds work?
      

 The odds can vary due to the different combinations you can play and the pure randomness of the game. What we can determine is the odds of drawing certain cards which can help your game play. The odds, or the probability, of you drawing a card with any value is around 7.69%. But if we look at the odds of you drawing a card worth 10, so any 10s, Jacks, Queens, or Kings, is 30.7%.


 


 
        Are the odds at winning at online blackjack the same as those playing land-based casino blackjack?
      

 In general, online casinos use the same rules as live casinos when it comes to blackjack (hence, the same strategy works). Having said that, online bonuses and loyalty programs offer you chances to make up for the house's built-in edge.


 


 
        Are blackjack games rigged?
      

 No. Any reputable online casino will be heavily regulated by an independent authority to ensure numbers are generated at random. Do yourself a favor and use our reviews to find your next real money blackjack casino and avoid the less scrupulous alternatives.


 


 
        Can I count cards playing online blackjack?
      

 Yes, but it is extremely difficult at an online blackjack casino because of the speed that the computer plays. Your edge against multi-deck games is generally less than 1%, not to mention the fact that online casinos automatically re-shuffle the deck (digitally of course) between every hand.


 


 
        Is blackjack purely luck, or can you use strategy to improve the odds of winning online?
      

 There are many good strategies for playing blackjack, both online and off. You can and should use any of the common strategies at online blackjack casinos, whether you're playing for free or for real money. You won't gain an edge over the house, but you'll reduce their edge to the point where the game is nearly perfectly fair.


 


 
        How can I win at online blackjack?
      

 Of course, winning blackjack online is all down to luck. You can improve your chances of winning by honing your skills and knowledge about the game. To start with, you should read our expert strategy guide to blackjack. We also provide tips and advice on how to play better and smarter.


 




More related guides for you
  
 
 Slots 



 
 Gambling statistics 



 
 Roulette 



 
 Real Money 
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 Casino.org is the world’s leading independent online gaming authority, providing trusted online casino news, guides, reviews and information since 1995.
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 eCOGRA is an international testing agency that accredits and regulates the world of online gambling. It checks to see whether online casinos are honest, fair and safe. eCOGRA is the word on responsible gambling and protects players against unfair practices.
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 GambleAware offer players and their families advice and guidance on gambling. They offer information and advice to encourage responsible gambling, both to players and casino operators, and give help to those who might have a gambling problem.
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 iTech Labs is a testing and certification lab for Online Gaming systems, focusing on compliance, software quality, reporting and delivery. Having testing completed by iTech Labs ensures that games and gaming systems comply with all relevant standards, and that they are fair, reliable and resilient.
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 All of the recommended casinos here are legitimate sites that keep players safe. They respect gambling rules and age restrictions, offering an excellent real money gaming experience in a secure environment dedicated to players' welfare and security online.
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 GLI provide testing, certification and professional services to the global gaming industry. The GLI also undertake auditing, field inspections and security audits, and they work with gaming regulators, suppliers, and operators, with an aim of ensuring the integrity of the gaming industry.
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 The Malta Gaming Authority, more commonly known as the MGA, is a well-renowned iGaming regulator. The organization safeguards players' rights and aims to maintain high standards in the industry. The MGA is a pillar of fairness and transparency for players and operators alike.
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